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Dear Sir/Madam

I would like to ask about the impact Factor, what it means exactly? and what is the difference between the Impact Factor and the Q's (Q1, Q2, Q3).
Thank you in advance.
Elias

reply

**Melanie Ortiz** 4 months ago

Dear Elias,

thank you very much for your comment.

SCImago Journal and Country Rank uses Scopus data as a source and our impact indicator is the SJR. The Journal Citation Report (JCR) is based on the Web of Science (WOS) journal's collection. Therefore, the Source and the Methodology used by SJR are different from the JCR. Please check out our methodology here: https://www.scimagojr.com/help.php

The SJR indicator is a very sophisticated indicator that is much more complex to calculate and understand than the Impact Factor. To know more about it, click here: https://www.scimagojr.com/files/SJR2.pdf

Several variables must be taken into account to calculate the SJR. There are two important variables that we cannot leave out:
- The number of citations is one of those variables but not the only one because it is weighted by the citations received and where the journal is cited in. It is different if the citations come from highly-cited Journals or not. Imagine that these 5 quotes appear in the most cited Journals. That part of the calculation is no longer worth 5, it is worth much more. This variable is called “authority principle”. Therefore, it is important to be cited, but most important is where you are cited.
- The second variable is the thematic Category’s distribution. If most of the journals categorized in X thematic category are cited by lowly-cited journals, the quartile of a journal cited in highly-cited journals will be better than the other ones.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

**Ali Aljadba** 9 months ago

Salam Alikom

Dear Sir/Madam

I would like to ask about the summation and if there is any fees for publication?
I need the guideline of the paper.

best regards

Ali

reply
Melanie Ortiz   9 months ago

Dear Ali,

thank you for contacting us.
We are sorry to tell you that SCImago Journal & Country Rank is not a journal. SJR is a portal with scientometric indicators of journals indexed in Elsevier/Scopus.
Unfortunately, we cannot help you with your request, we suggest you to visit the journal's homepage (See submission/author guidelines) or contact the journal's editorial staff, so they could inform you more deeply.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

Azwar   12 months ago

How to submit to this journal?

reply

Melanie Ortiz   12 months ago

Dear Azwar, thank you very much for your comment, we suggest you to look for author's instructions/submission guidelines in the journal's website. Best Regards, SCImago Team
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The users of Scimago Journal & Country Rank have the possibility to dialogue through comments linked to a specific journal. The purpose is to have a forum in which general doubts about the processes of publication in the
journal, experiences and other issues derived from the publication of papers are resolved. For topics on particular articles, maintain the dialogue through the usual channels with your editor.